ABSTRACT We prove that there exists a noncappable enumeration degree strictly below 0 0 e .
the Turing degrees in a wider context, the theory for enumeration reducibility is relatively undeveloped.
In particular, many basic questions concerning the local theory of the e-degrees, on which fundamental questions of decidability, de n- 
Preliminaries
The notion of enumeration reducibility (or, simply, e-reducibility) was introduced by FR59]. The corresponding degree structure is the upper semilattice of the enumeration degrees (or, simply, e-degrees) with least element 0 e , where 0 e is the e-degree of the r.e. sets. We recall that an enumeration operator (or, simply, an e-operator) is a mapping : 2 ! ! 2 ! for which there exists a recursively enumerable set W such that, for every X !, (X) = fx : (9u) hx; ui 2 W & D u X]g, where D u is the nite set with canonical index u. We say that A is e-reducible to B (in symbols: A e B) if and only if (B) = A, for some e-operator . The e-degree of a set X is denoted by deg e (X). If fW e : e 2 !g is the standard listing of the r.e. sets, then we obtain a corresponding listing f e : e 2 !g of the enumeration operators. We denote by fW s e : s 2 !g some ( xed) nite recursive approximation (in the usual sense) to the r.e. set W e ; we have a corresponding nite recursive approximation f s e : s 2 !g to the enumeration operator e . If x 2 ! and D is a nite set, we follow the convention of writing hx; Di, instead of hx; ui, where u is the canonical index of D. If B ! and x is any number, we write B x = fy 2 B : y < xg. In the following the capital letter D will be always used as a variable for nite sets.
If P(x; y 1 ; : : :; y n ) is a relation, we write x: P(x; y 1 ; : : :; y n ) = least x: P(x; y 1 ; : : :; y n ); if such x exists unde ned; otherwise:
Thus, in general, x: P(x; y 1 ; : : :; y n ) is a partial function. A pair a; b of e-degrees is a minimal pair if a; b 6 = 0 e , and a \ b = 0 e . As usual, given total functions f; g we say that g dominates f if there exists x such that, for all y x, we have that f(y) g(y).
We need the following Lemma 1.3. Let B 2 2 and let fB s g be a 2 -approximation to B. If c B is total and dominated by a recursive function then B is recursively enumerable.
Proof of Lemma 1.3. Let B; fB s : s 2 !g be given and let f be a recursive function which dominates c B . Let x be such that, for all y x, c B (y) f(y). Then it is easy to see that, for all y x, y 2 B , (9z > y)(8t) z < t f(z) ) y 2 B t ]: >From this it follows that B is r.e.
We now go back to the proof of the theorem. We construct a recursive sequence fA s : s 2 !g of nite sets, such that the set A, de ned by A = fx : (9t)(8s t) x 2 A s ]g, satis es the following requirements (for each l; i; j 2 !): We notice that the N l strategy above P i;j presents no problems, in that any xing activity for N l is nitary and can be allowed for on the tree of outcomes above P i;j .
On the other hand, satisfaction of requirement P i;j via an in nitary loop through (5)(b) on behalf of some given witness x 2 W j ? ? i (A) does not preclude in nitely many returns to (1) via (5)(a). This in turn opens up the possibility of in nitary loops through (5)(b) on behalf of in nitely many witnesses y 2 W j ? ? i (A). The resulting problem for the`K r.e.' outcome for the N l strategy can be avoided by ensuring that all witnesses y x (realized or not) exit A at stages at which x 2 W j ?? i (A), giving a recursive set of in nitely extracted elements, which the activity for N l can account for from its position on the true path.
Clearly the extracting activity for P i;j must be located to the left of the`B i r.e.' outcome to avoid in nitary xing activity for the Nrequirements to its left. But then a more serious problem arises in the case of in nitely many witnesses y for P i;j being appointed, accompanied by in nitely many loops through (5)(b), but only nitely many such loops on behalf of any one witness. The in nitary extractions to the left of the true path, even those strictly below the false P i;j -outcomes, need be no problem to any N l on the true path, since all such extractions can be arranged to be temporary. However, innitary xings on behalf of N-requirements below P i;j -outcomes to the left of the true path again become possible. This can be avoided via`favouring' of P-requirements (cf. CC88]), but we prefer to deal with both the above problems as follows.
The requirement P i;j will be attacked via in nitely many subrequirements fP i;j;k : k 2 !g. The outcome of P i;j;k will depend on whether the k th witness x for P i;j satis es: ? i (A)(x) 6 = W j (x). These subrequirements will be dispersed down the priority listing, although individual subrequirements may form`links' with a P i;j;0 of highest priority. This will have the e ect of dispersing the unsuccessful extracting activity when B i is r.e., but allowing P i;j;k , say, to injure certain higher priority N l 's for the purposes of outright satisfaction of P i;j via ? i (A) 6 = W j .
Further discussion will be in relation to a speci c true path.
3. The tree of outcomes Let = (f0; 1g N ) <! , where N = ! f0; 1g. For every 2 let j j denote the length of . We say that a string is even (odd) if its length is even (odd). The tree of outcomes T is the smallest subset T such that:
(1) ; 2 T; (2) j j even ) 0; 1 2 T; thus 0; 1 are the possible outcomes at .
(3) j j odd ) (u; v) 2 T, all (u; v) 2 N . Thus N is the set of possible outcomes at . If (u; v) 2 T, then u; v are the component outcomes at .
The even and odd nodes of T will be used to notate (respectively) P-subrequirements and N-requirements. We will want to adopt outcome 0 or 1 at an even node (with R = P i;j;k , say) according as the construction achieves outright satisfaction for P i;j via ? i (A)(x) 6 = W j (x), x the k th witness for P i;j , or otherwise. The intended interpretation of outcome (u; 0) or (u; 1) at an odd node (with R = N l , say) is (respectively) outright satisfaction of N l achieved by xing some D A with some y 2 l (D) \ K, or otherwise. The u in this outcome will be (roughly speaking) a guess at the canonical index for the nite set of numbers extracted from A in the limit as a result of residual P-subrequirement activity to the left of . As we will see, this latter information is needed by R itself in choosing D, and is less conveniently made available on the path above . We use the standard terminology and notations for strings. In particular, given ; 2 T, let if either or y( ; ) # and (y( ; )) (y( ; )); where y( ; ) = y: y < j j; j j: (y) 6 = (y)], and we order pairs of number by letting (u; v) < (u 0 ; v 0 ) if u > u 0 or u = u 0 & v < v 0 ]. We say that is it to the left of (notation:
, but 6 . Given a string and a number y, y denotes the initial segment of having length y.
De nition 3.1. We simultaneously de ne the requirement assignment fR : 2 Tg, and certain sets of requirements fL : 2 Tg.
(1 
The sets L will be the collection of those requirements (that is, requirements and subrequirements) needing action below R . Part (2) of the above de nition takes account of the fact that requirements below P i;j;0 may be injured by outcome 0 at P i;j;k , necessitating further action on copies of the injured requirements below P i;j;k which takes account of the clear overall outcome for P i;j .
It is easy to see that each node 2 T is assigned a unique requirement R , where R = P i;j;k , for some i; j; k, if is even, and R = N u , some u, if is odd. We say that is a P-node if (9i; j; k) R = P i;j;k ]; is an N-node if (9u) R = N u ]; is a P i;j -node if (9k) R = P i;j;k ]; ; are P-related if (9i; j) ; are P i;j -nodes]. Lemma 3.2. Given a P i;j -node , there exists o( ) = maxf : R = P i;j;0
Proof of Lemma 3.2. For every i; j; k and every , if R = P i;j;k then there exists some such that R = P i;j;0 . The claim then immediately follows from the fact that given any there are only nitely many such strings .
Lemma 3.3. Let f be any in nite branch of T. Then for every l; i; j; k (1) there exists (i; j; f)(= (i; j; 0; f)) = maxf f : R = P i;j;0 g; (2) if (i; j; k; f) is de ned then either (i) (i; j; k; f) 0 f: in this case :(9 ) (i; j; k; f) f & P i;j -node] or (ii) there is a string (i; j; k+1; f) such that (i; j; k+1; f) = maxf f : (i; j; k; f) & R = P i;j;k+1 g; (3) there exists (l; f) = maxf f : R = N l g. Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let f be given. We rst show that for every i; j; k there exist only nitely many P-nodes f such that R = P i;j;k . Given i; j; k, suppose that R = P i;j;k . If there exists 0 such that 0 f and R 0 = P i;j;k , then there are numbers u; v; w, with hu; v; 0i < hi; j; ki, and some node 00 , with 
Combining strategies along the true path
We will act on N l , P i;j;k as in the atomic modules, except that witnesses for P i;j will now be distributed individually to the corresponding subrequirements (so action in relation to P i;j;k will concern just one witness x). We notice from the previous section that activity on P i;j;k , k > 0, must be below outcome 1 on P i;j;0 . As noted previously, N l above P i;j;0 achieves satisfaction, passing on enough information on its true outcome to allow the P i;j strategy to succeed. Similarly, the action of P i;j at subrequirement P i;j;k above N l is now nitary, and N l can succeed by observing the outcome on P i;j;k .
The basic module for P i;j;k below P i;j;0
We assume outcome 1 at each P i;j;k 0 , k 0 < k. We assume that N l works in the background searching for a y; D such that y 2 K\ l (D), and seeking to permanently x such a D A.
(1) If each P i;j;k 0 , k 0 < k, above P i;j;k has a current witness, and is con rming its outcome as 1 to P i;j;k , then we select a witness x for P i;j;k , and enumerate hx; fxgi 2 ? i with x 2 A.
(2) As before. (b) Otherwise, we observe the formation of a link with P i;j;0 above P i;j;k in that we allow the possibility that in extracting x from A we injure N l below P i;j;0 through x 2 D (D as in the N l -module). In this case P i;j;k passes outcome 0 to a copy of N l lower down the true path, action on the copy being free from the formation of links to P i;j;0 by requirements P i;j;k 0 , k 0 > k, below N l . (It is important of course that the copy is placed above each P i 0 ;j 0 ;0 below the original position of N l above P i;j;k .)
As mentioned previously, the 
We deal with these in the next section. , the set !( ; s) will denote the witnesses for R and all R , where is below and = o( ). If is such that = o( ), and x has been appointed as witness for R at some step s 0 s, then we write x = x( ). It will follow that x = x( ) for some , with = o( ), if and only if x = x( ) for all such that ( ) 2 = ( ) 2 and = o( ). Then we will also write x = x k , or simply x k , where k = ( ) 2 . The witness x( ) will be often referred to as the current witness of R : in writing x( ) at some step s, we of course understand that x( ) is de ned, i.e. R has been appointed a witness at some step s 0 s. Finally, for all P-nodes , at step s let E( u; s) = fx( )g; if u = 0 & x( ) realized at s ;;
The Construction
otherwise. We now proceed with the construction.
Step Then let = 0. (Notice that, by de nition of the tree T, there is no node below which is P-related to o( ).) (a) If x k is not realized, then let F( ; s + 1) = fx k g. The number x k will leave F( ; u + 1) at the rst step u + 1 such that x k is realized at u + 1, hence for all v + 1 u + 1, x k = 2 F( ; v + 1). (1) n exists and (8i < n) i n ]; lim s F( n ; s) exists (= F( n ), say); (2) R( n ) is in nite; (3) if n is a P-node, then either (a) (9t)(8s t) s 2 R( n ) ) s n -smooth], or (b) (9 1 s) s 2 R( n ) & n acts as the bottom of a link].
(4) lim s E( n ; s) exists (= E( n )). Proof of Lemma 5.2. By induction on n. The case n = 0 is immediate.
Suppose that the claim is true for n. For simplicity, let = n . We observe that there exists a stage t n such that for all s t n ,
(1) (8 L ) 6 (s + 1)];
(2) for every , lim s F( ; s) exist (= F( ), say); (3) 3(a) holds for each such s or 3(b) holds;
(hence (8s t n )(8 ) E( ; s) = E( ; t n )]). Case 1) Suppose that is a P-node and let R = P i;j;k . There are several possibilities.
If (8s t n ) s 2 R( ) ) s -smooth] (i.e. 3(a) holds for ) then n+1 = 1. Moreover, for every s t n , we have that F( n+1 ; s) = F( n+1 ; t)( fx k g), and E( n+1 ; s) = ;. Hence Claims Let f = S f n : n 2 !g. This clearly de nes a function f which is a branch of T.
We now show that every requirement is satis ed.
Lemma 5.3. Let f, = (i; j; f) and suppose that for all k, (i; j; k; f) exists. Then B i is recursively enumerable. Proof of Lemma 5.3. Let = (i; j; f), and assume that for all k, (i; j; k; f) exists. We rst notice that in this case, since !( ) is in nite, we can de ne a total function f = S (1) x k never realized. In this case lim s F( (i; j; k; f) 0; s) = fx k g. On the other hand, no requirement P with 6 = (i; j; k; f) can require extraction of x k , since if o( ) 6 = (i; j; f) then o( ) \ (i;j;f ) = ;, and if o( ) = (i; j; f) and ( ) 2 6 = k, then x k 6 = x( ). Therefore x k 2 ? i (A) ? W j .
(2) x k eventually realized. Let t 1 t 0 be such that x 2 W t 1 j . At in nitely many steps we create a link (i; j; f); (i; j; k; f)]; so at in nitely many stages s + 1 there exists a substep t such that (s+1) t] = (i; j; f) and (s+1) t+1] = (i; j; k; f). At 2 i (B i ) and, say, x 2 . Then there are in nitely many steps s+1 t such that b( ; x; s+1) 6 = b( ; x; s). But x 2 A s+1 at any of these stages: then via i -recti cation, it follows that for some u, and all j, hx; B u+j xi 2 i . Since fB s i g has in nitely many thin stages, it follows that x 2 i (B i ), contradiction. Lemma 5.5. For every l, N l is satis ed.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. Let = (l; f) and suppose that f(j j + 1) = (h; 0) and let = (h; 0). By Lemma 5.2, we know that F( ) = lim s F( ; s) exists. We want to show that in this case F( ) A. Now Suppose now that K = l (A), and let h be the rst component outcome at f(j j + 1) and let = f ()j j + 1). We claim that To show the other inclusion, let x lie in the right hand side of the above equation. It follows that x = 2 K, otherwise we would be able at some step s + 1 t 0 to choose some set F( (h; 0); s + 1), where (h; 0) f and, as explained before, it would follow that, letting = (h; 0), (8u s+1) F( ; u) = F( ; s+1) = F( )] and F( ) A, giving K(x) 6 = l (A)(x). Hence x 2 l (A).
But this would imply that K(= l (A)) is r.e., contradiction. The contradiction arises from assuming that l (A) = K.
Remark. Notice that given any ; , if ; ] f is a link which is created in nitely often and 2 ; ] is an N-node, then we may have that, for in nitely many s, u 2 A s , due to the fact that we act on , i.e. s 2 R( ) and u 2 F(f j j + 1; s); on the other hand we may have that, for in nitely many s, u = 2 A s , due to fact that s 2 R( ) and the action at as bottom of the link ; ] removes u from A s . So the construction does not rule out the possibility that lim s A s (u) does not exist, for some u. That A is necessarily 2 will be shown in CSta].
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
